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Abstract
The present study uses a method of reviewing literature in order to link the theory of Maslow with creative discouragement of people

especially in collective societies. There are significant social and professional barriers those one should navigate in order to earn
success in the field of showbiz. However, a person should consider creative engagement as a side business and he or she should not
compromise his or her physiological survival due to overzealous commitment to a business of creativity.
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Introduction
Maslow explains that needs of humans are basically dynamic in

nature and therefore, they change with the evolution of people’s

professional, social and familial lives. However, this paper ponders
that money would remain as the basis of key operations those a human may aim to complete. All needs of sexual, vocational and social

stature could translate into a sum of money at a quantum level and

not move in order to taste the elite personal experience of self ac-

tualization. Surrounding individuals do not have the creative and

aesthetic sense in order to respect and promote creative abilities
and therefore, a person could not exercise his or her creativeness

due to lack of relevant motivation and social support. One could not
reach the level of self actualization, because rest of the society could

not basically appreciate inspirational competencies of a person [5].

one could understand every requirement of living as some units of

Findings

Literature Review

cially relevant manner, but humanistic tendencies would drive an

finance [1].

Many people do not learn to lessen their love for money over

time, because they have social programming that does not allow

them to think beyond physiological needs of life. Wealthy people
in collective and less developed societies may work in order to

increase their security due to the presumption about presence of
negativity in the community [2]. However, sexual needs become
prominent in one’s life at some point and collective societies are
in mostly masculine in nature and therefore, males would con-

sider wives and girlfriends as “physiological trophies” [3]. Need of
physical love would rather create a sense of accomplishment in the

people and they would wear fancy clothes and watches while living in luxurious houses with stunning wives to physically convey

the feel of accomplishment [4]. The sense of happiness in collective societies does not become a social concept and people would

Behaviorally, one needs to practice his or her success in a so-

individual to respect and process his or her creative abilities practically. Poor social environment of the society would put physical

survival of a person in danger and he or she would revert back in
order to preserve his or her physiological stability and therefore,
creative abilities may die an unnatural and socially enforced death.
Creativity is a social concept and people would accept one’s cre-

ative tendencies in order to increase a person’s potential of earning

success in the relevant fields [5]. However, developing nations do

not have the inspirational power to respect and motivate creative
potential in people and therefore, lack of support from families and
friends would destroy one’s creativeness for sure.

Behavioral Recommendations

This paper recommends that self actualization is an obscure and

esoteric concept in the world of developing nations and therefore,
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one could not pursue a formal career in the field of creative works.

However, a reasonable investment in creative market would not do
any harm to a social and physiological survival of a person and an
individual should not show an unbalanced level of commitment to

the goal of engaging in imaginative works [5]. Creative works are

not going to fill one’s belly and that is a bitter reality of the developing world due to poor aesthetic sense in the general public.

Conclusion
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One could not develop as a creative professional in an emerging

society, because collective features of the community are stronger

and one should affirm his or her physiological survival through
familial and relational elements. A creative person could not live

a stable and prosperous life as people would consider him or her

an outcaste and familial and social support would ridiculously de-

crease for an individual filled with creativity. Senior artists would
also have their physical survival in danger and an emerging artist

would have to invest his or her wealth to gain a basic level of entry

into the industry, but due to physical challenges, a person would

quickly decide to pull out of the market. Sponsors would not sup-

port emerging talent, because of shared disapproval for creative
profession and one needs a painful level of professional commit-

ment to earn minute degree of vocational effectiveness and respect.
In other words, creative abilities could not become a formal source
of earning for a person and one should pursue creative venue as a
supportive personal operation in collective cultural settings.
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